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EDITOR’S NOTE

BLOWN AWAY

Late one night, I was channel surfing cable TV channels until a
documentary about engines came on screen. Naturally, I was
interested. Even more so when I learnt that turbocharging
actually existed for almost a hundred years, in planes before they
went into cars.
The history of turbo began with Diesels. When it was first
introduced to cars, the poor reliability quickly killed off any hope
of a adoption of turbo cars in the early 60’s. In the 70’s, with
the turbo making a spectacular entry into Formula I racing, the
turbocharged passenger car engine became very popular. The
word “turbo” became quite fashionable. At that time, almost
every automobile manufacturer offered at least one sporty
model equipped with a turbocharged petrol engine. Porsche,
we’re looking at you...
Unlike the present turbocharged petrol engine was more
powerful, it was not economical to run and the infamous
turbo-lag was omnipresent in almost every turbo car of that era.
However, once again, the turbo diesel engine passenger car was
the saving grace, and it paved the way to the turbos of today.
Today, the turbocharging of petrol engines is no longer
primarily seen from the performance perspective, but is rather
viewed as a way of reducing fuel consumption and reducing
environmental pollution with lower emissions. That’s why we
rounded up three great examples of turbo technology, ranging

from the latest performance car, to an established everyday coupe
and a blast from the past!
Will turbo be around for the next decade? Definitely, the turbo
has been finding its way into typical sedans, SUVs and even
hatchbacks - with some running superchargers too. However
that means that there will be a special group of rebels who will
scour the classifieds everyday in search for that perfect naturally
aspirated car - of course, maybe not one with a huge engine as
they will be way over ten years of age - but the age of the buzzy 2.0
litre and below Civic Type Rs and 1.6 litre Swift Sports.
But, aside from Toyota and once NA-engine devotee Honda,
there isn’t anyone designing a new naturally aspirated engine.
The latest Atkinson Cycle engines are gradually phasing out the
older Otto cycle engines, but that is it. Once everyone has worked
out how to keep a turbo running for over 10 years without fail, it’s
goodnight NA…
Prepare for a turbo future folks. It’s going to blow by real quick!

Signing off,
Krado Low
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Ichiro Seiryu is a new passenger car motor oil which delivers the
latest development in lubricating oil technology that maximizes
protection for the latest gasoline fuel engines. It meets the API SN
specifications and exceeds the most demanding requirement of
modern engine emission control and oil consumption standards.
Ichiro Seiryu is also formulated to improve fuel efficiency, with
special synthetic base oil, with high performance additive
components in order to provide excellent durability for long life
performance, reduced wear, emissions and fuel savings.
With a natural high viscosity index and low volatility for fluidity
over a wide range of operating temperatures, Ichiro Seiryu
offers uncompromised protection to the engines, and meets the
requirements for emission control, oil consumption and volatility.

ICHIRO SEIRYU HAS
ARRIVED IN SINGAPORE

Other benefits include: silky smooth operation, improved piston
cleanliness, sludge protection and anti-oxidation properties that
protect the engine against rust and corrosion.
Ichiro Seiryu lubricants are now available from YHI Singapore.
For more information, please visit www.yhi.com.sg or visit their
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/yhisingapore.

The Golf you’ve been waiting for is here: The Volkswagen Golf 1.4 TSI is now on sale in
Singapore. Currently there is one trim level, Highline, and it retails for S$131,900 with COE.
Volkswagen says a less expensive Comfortline 1.4 will soon be on offer, as well as a more
powerful 1.4 R-Line with a 150hp engine. The current Golf Mark 7 launched in Singapore in
2014, with a face-lifted version launching in October last year. For $20,500 more than the base
1.0-litre Golf, the 1.4-litre model offers a slight performance boost, and many more features.

VW GOLF
1.4 TSI HAS
A NEW FACE

The 1.4-litre turbocharged engine, as seen on the pre-facelift Mark 7 model, makes 125hp
and 200Nm of torque, does 0-100km/h in 9.1 seconds, with a fuel efficiency of 5.5L/100km.
Standard stuff include: 18-inch wheels, a sunroof, auto LED headlights, active cornering lights,
LED taillights with active turn signals, keyless entry and start as well as a rear view camera.
Driving modes and sport suspension (tuned springs, dampers, anti-roll bars), are another
notable addition to the 1.4 Highline drivers will enjoy, as are additional safety systems,
including a blind spot monitor (with rear traffic alert) and proactive occupant protection
(primes seatbelts, brakes, windows for impact).
There’s also VW’s Active Info Display, the 12.3-inch TFT instrument panel, compared to
conventional clock-style instruments on the base 1.0. Another upgrade is the 9.2-inch
touchscreen Discover Pro infotainment system with gesture control and smartphone
connectivity.
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TIME TO BOGA!
The newly launched Boga P1 is a Korean AB Class all-in-one car audio that offers
a top solution for OEM Car audio, because Boga P1 has embedded DAC (Digital
to Analog Converter), RMS 45W x 4CH Power Amp and DSP (Digital Signal
Processor).
Lately, it is hard to change or replace the OEM Car Audio when the cars are
shipped from the car makers’ factory. Thus, if you want to enhance the sound
quality of the OEM Car Audio, you will need to install products such as AMPs,
DSPs, DACs and speakers. The cost for such equipment is very expensive and also
takes up a large amount of space in your car boot.
Hence, Boga Sound INC. has developed the P1, which has a very compact and
sleek design, made simple and easy to install, hides easily underneath the car
seat and embedded high quality audio DAC by Burr-Brown and X-MOS digital
audio interface. This enables the use of smart devices; iPhone and android
phones. It is used as a sound source unit with High-Resolution 24bit Audio
96kHz to 192kHz such as FLAC audio format. It improves the sound quality and
output power of the OEM head unit and AUX navigation device. You can listen
to Hi-Res audio files from streaming services such as Spotify and Apple Music on
your smartphone conveniently and be well on your way to enjoy your new and
improved lifestyle of listening to music in your car hassle-free.

The Boga P1 offers a connector to connector cable so there is no need to cut the
OEM cable. Thus, drivers do not have to worry about this, as cutting the OEM
cable may void the manufacturer’s warranty. The Boga P1 ensures that it suits
every driver’s needs, it is simple to install, only takes a short period of time and
lastly it is reasonably priced compared to products like AMPs, DSPs and DACs.
Boga P1 also provides a setting program where you can access to settings easily;
time delay, equalizer (10 bands and 3 different inputs) with DSP function and
pre-sets by manufacturer. Simply connect the USB Cable (micro 5Pin to USB) to
your laptop and the Boga P1. Separate setting is possible for each input (head
unit, X-MOS, AUX) through Boga P1. All the input (head unit, X-MOS, AUX) is
mixed, so you can listen to all the sounds simultaneously. You can customize it to
make the speaker centre, creating a more natural soundstage.
The Boga P1 utilizes premium audio chips such as Intel FPGA Cyclone 10 CPU,
Burr-Brown, Cirrus Logic, etc. and enable best power supply by boosting the 12V
input power to 18V. Therefore, Boga P1 provides the finest high quality sound.
You can now enjoy high resolution audio, effortlessly!
For more information, please visit Autopia at www.autopia.com.sg. Alternatively,
you may visit their Facebook Page at www.facebook.com/autopia.com.sg.
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PIRELLI OFFICE OFFICIALLY OPENS IN SINGAPORE

Pirelli Asia Pte Ltd announces the official office opening today in Singapore at 77
Robinson Road. Pirelli Asia Pte Ltd was established in Singapore in 1995. Today
Pirelli Asia Pte Ltd, having recently moved from 133 Cecil Street to 77 Robinson,
has a team of 35 members to drive different aspects of the business for Pirelli.
The expanding local economies in South East Asia and strong private
consumption creates a growing demand for passenger cars, including foreign
premium and prestige models, as well motorcycles. The focus for car and moto
side of business is in the ASEAN and APAC region respectively while rubber
purchasing has a global market focus.
Coordinating with their Pirelli APAC HQ in Shanghai, the focus from Singapore
is to continue to develop both Premium and Prestige segment of performance
tyre market in South East Asia, strengthen their relationship with Trade (dealers,
distributors, importers and agents) and to become a pure consumer company.
Pirelli Asia strives to strengthen its positioning as the only global player focused
solely on the Consumer tyre market by continuing to expand its product
portfolio, developing and delivering innovative tyres to meet the ever-evolving
needs and wishes of consumers.

Located on level 23, Pirelli’s new office has adapted interior design and details to
encapsulate Pirelli’s global brand identity as one of technology, excellence and
high-end style with an Italian heritage. The new state-of-the-art office design
embodies stylish simplicity with clever spatial space planning. This transformation
is in tandem with Pirelli’s growth and expansion in Asia and also showcases
Pirelli as a global icon known for its modern technology, high-end production
excellence and passion for innovation that draws heavily on its Italian roots.
Adrian Thio, Managing Director of Pirelli Asia Pte Ltd, said: “We are delighted to
celebrate the official opening of Pirelli’s new office space here at 77 Robinson
Road. This brand-new office space is designed with interior details that reminds
us of Pirelli as a brand that is known as an Italian and global icon of technology
and excellence. In this new office, we have better facilities to run our daily
operations, but most importantly we hope the interior design and the better
overall environment will constantly empower and inspire the employees.”
__________________
For more information on Pirelli, please visit www.pirelli.com.
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any years ago, the moment someone mentioned K20 and Turbo in the
same sentence will bring about plenty of suspicious eye-ing from friends
(and foes) alike. Of course, Honda isn’t daft. With so many Honda fans
worldwide stuffing gigantic turbos into their cars, in reality - it’s almost like
a defacto hardcore modification for all ultra high performance Hondas.

M

tweaks to improve on the responsiveness. Well, there is nothing wrong with a
heavier flywheel especially when it helps the engine spin faster for a little longer for
a smoother daily gear change. Of course, when the daily grind turns into a whiteknuckle session on the track, that “responsiveness” factor was thrown out of the
window entirely.

In fact, it almost seemed that history was going to repeat itself (remember when FN
and FD Type Rs were sold here at the same time?) It was only a few years ago that
the FK2 was the new generation Type R. Launched in 2015, the FK2 is the first Civic
Type R to feature a factory-fitted turbocharger. Thanks to the sensitive lungs of the
Europeans, the Euro 6 emission standards came into effect for all cars sold there and
sealed the end of Honda’s maniacal revving, naturally aspirated engines.

It’s odd how a subtle air intake scoop at the base of the windscreen seems so out of
place on a car with tons of giant vents. However, that air scoop feeds ambient air into
an Eventuri air intake with a high-flow filter. That in turn feeds an intercooler that’s
almost twice as large as the original - for that essential reduction in IAT for more
oxygen. With a custom map running on the Syvecs ECU throwing more fuel and you’ll
end up with more power.

Honda has experimented with two methods: Turbocharging and hybrid powertrains.
For the en-masse, Honda announced its new range of turbo engines in 1.0, 1.5 and
finally this… the 2.0L K20C1. The FK2 was the result, with its revitalized K20C1 engine
now feeding 300 plus horses and over 400Nm of torque through the front wheels.

Let’s not forget that the FK2 is a Type R that isn’t gentle. The quad pipe Invidia
Exhaust never switches off, always reminding you that you’re in a Type R with the
constant booming while the suspension is as rock solid, as a Type R should be.
Upgrades for the track crusades include the Cusco front and rear anti-roll bar, with
only two braces. The Power braces in the front and rear tie chassis bolt points to
increase rigidity for a more consistent suspension feel around the turns of Sepang.

Did we say over 300hp and 400Nm? Honda’s claim to fame was never about power
numbers but lap times, and this was enough to convince the owner out of the
Mugen RR (!!!) and into the new Type R. It wasn’t easy getting one though, since
the FK2 was never sold here officially, but only though parallel dealers with a good
contacts from the UK.
Even the recent FK8 launch wasn’t enough to sway the owner from the FK2 - with a
preference for the arresting “devil’s horns” compared to the “prawn noodles” rear light
aesthetic. Besides, being a track purist, there are many ways to get the two year old
car up to speed...
Honda even admitted that the engine was a direct carry-over with only minor

With CF parts being so lightweight and incredibly beautiful to look at, a couple
of them from Tegiwa found their way into the engine compartment to boost its
aesthetic value, while the bonnet sheds a good few kilograms with the switch to CF
for a more positive front end response.
Like the EK9 which was the first Type R, the FK2 is the first turbo Type R. While the
FK2 has slightly faded into history due to the rapid arrival of the FK8, we will never
forget it for the Type R which arrested our attention to the new generation Turbo
VTECs. And so is the child in the rear seat. Being born into the world of the Turbo
VTEC, lucky kid!

COVER CAR
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..born into the world of the Turbo VTEC...

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Honda Civic Type R FK2
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

8

6

6

8

8

ENGINE
Eventuri air intake
Invidia Exhaust
Airtec intercooler
Syvecs ECU
Tegiwa CF Engine Bay Side cover
Tegiwa CF engine panel cover
Forge motorsport radiator hose
Forge motorsport ancillary hose
UNDERCARRIAGE
Cusco Front anti-roll bar
Cusco Front Power Brace 2 point.
Cusco Rear Power Brace 4 point
Cusco Rear Anti Roll Sway Bar
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
Recaro
Performance Child Booster Seat
Customised Widebody
EXTERIOR
Js’ Racing dry carbon bonnet
Tegiwa CF bonnet
CF outer wing fender vent

MODIfIcatIons
Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!
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1.

TMG RS Hybrid
Turbo Kit

2.

A turbocharger system suitable for
daily use thanks to the appropriate
and tested impulse wheel - axe
combination that ensures the
optimum response and horsepower.
Forged aluminium construction and a
harder spring make it capable of producing
1.2 bar mechanical boost pressure.

The ignite MSI multiple spark ignition by T.M Works
serves to eradicate problems related to direct
ignition coils, by enhancing the combustion
efficiency of the vehicle. This is carried out by
“encouraging” more sparks throughout the entire
spectrum of the rev range, improving the amount of
torque. It will not affect the ECU and ignition coils.

Monster Tune - 9784 6614

United Automobile - www.united-automobile.com

3.

Remus
Responder

The Remus Responder improves throttle
response by means of modifying the
accelerator pedal output signal. The Responder
attaches between the OEM pedal sensor
and the OEM connector, ready to use in
seconds due to plug & play technology. 4
individual user selectable and adjustable
performance settings allow drivers to
select according to their own preferences.

4.

FTP Motorsports BMW
Aluminium Pipe Kit

Increasing flow and improves the
reliability of your turbo BMW.
The mandrel bent aluminum
pipe replaces the brittle factory
plastic pipe which can fail under
increased boost pressure. These
are designed to reduce turbulence
and maximize flow into the
engine. The entire kit includes the
boost pipe and charge pipe.

Fong Kim Exhaust System Pte Ltd - 6844 4281

5.

T.M.Works
Ignite MSI

Maximus Racing Pte Ltd – 6250 1198

Gulf United Special
Edition Formula G

6.

Made from synthetic base stocks and
state-of-the-art additive technology, it
delivers long service life and minimise
deposits in engine and turbocharger to
ensure rated engine power and torque.
These oils are designed to exceed the
latest industry specifications and the major
car manufacturers’ service requirements.

Yokohama Advan
Sport V105 Z.P.S

Yokohama’s global flagship tyre is engineered to
be both sporty and comfortable. The matrix body
ply structure enhances steering stability without
compromising comfort. It provides grip in both dry
and wet conditions with a hydroplaning-resistant
asymmetrical design and a new microsilica+silica
dispersed material compound, jointly developed with
one of the world’s leading automakers. Now available
in Zero Pressure System (Z.P.S) runflat capability.

ACMA Engineering Works
& Trading Pte Ltd - 6710 7654

YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

7.

Magnum Stainless
Steel Braided Hoses
Improve the braking response with an
economical and affordable solution with
Magnum Stainless Steel Braided Hoses.
A cost-effective alternative to expensive
big brake kits, a simple upgrade makes
a world of difference in emergency
situations. Suitable for various makes
and models of vehicles alike. Ensure the
safety of your loved ones and yourself by
opting for added stopping prowess on
the tarmac.
Gary’s Engineering – 6841 1923

8.

APi Racing
“Metallica Red” Brake Kit

Supersize your braking performance with rotor
sizes ranging from 356mm to 405mm, one can
choose between street-oriented or high temp
track-oriented brake pads. The sizes of the pistons
are varied to give better distribution of the braking
load on the pads and the rotors and improves the
braking feel as well as wearing the pad more evenly.
Now available in an eye-catching fully anodised
“metallica red” finish with a polished face!

BMS Motorsports Pte Ltd - 6483 1810

GADGETS & GIZMOS
1.

Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

VP Racing
Motorsportsman’s Container
Made from fresh high quality high-density
polyethylene for strength, this handy sized
3-gallon (11.35L approx) container is excellent
for storage and transport of water, racing fuel,
methanol and other fluids. Designed as rapid
refueling device for racing fuel only, it makes
ease of quick refuelling at off-road or closedcourse motorsports events.
Best Chemical Co Singapore www.best-chemical.com

2.

Advanti
Forchette

Advanti Racing Forchette is an elegant
wheel highlighted by 10 V-spokes rising
from a sunken center hub. It comes with
an alluring gloss black finish and accented
with machined face spoke for dramatic
appeal.Crafted from aerospace-grade
aluminum using advanced
casting technology to produce a wheel that
is lightweight and durable. Available in 17,18
and 19-inch sizes for Japanese and European Cars.
YHI Singapore - www.facebook.com/yhisingapore

3.

4.

DrArtex
Red Wind

Designed to be installed in standard car
door seals, it helps to prevents air leakage
to maintain integrity of the air-conditioning.
This also helps to seal dust from being sucked
into the car. Benefits include the reduction in
whistling noises caused by air leakage around
the door, significant reduction in ambient
airborne noise from entering the passenger cell.

The OWS radiator flush will clean away all rust
and lime deposits, as well as oil, sludge and grease
impurities in the cooling system. Restoring the full
efficiency of the engine’s cooling system is as easy as
pouring it in before a coolant change! It is 100% safe
for all materials including plastics, metals and rubber
that one may find in the cooling system. It contains no
aggressive acids and lye.

RF Electronics - 6316 6242

5.

OWS - www.ows-germany.com

Cellink
Neo

This ensures that the vehicle’s original battery
service life is prolonged. It can power a dash
cam for up to 48 hours in parking mode.
Bluetooth connectivity and Smartphone
App capability for instant updates of
battery performance. It does not require
complicated modifications to the fuse box,
and preserves the new vehicle warranty by
local distributors.
Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

7.

OWS
Radiator Flush

WD-40 Specialist
Brake & Parts Cleaner

Prevent brake problems by keeping
them clean, safely. This is formulated
for cleaning off brake fluid, grease, oil
and other contaminants from brake
linings, pads and drums. It can clean
without requiring disassembling of
the brake unit and leaves no stains,
residue and is non-corrosive.
PND Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd - 6565 6223

6.

Ducatus
Engine Protector

Ducatus additives are environmentally-friendly and
resource-efficient which are essential to provide a
continuous boost to engine performance. The Engine
protector is the ultimate oil treatment with racespec additives. It improves power, enhances wear
protection and reduces vibration. One can is enough
to treat up to 5 litres of fresh motor oil.
UTS Automotive – 6844 2806

8.

Trackimo

GPS and cellular geolocation technology sends
location information to Trackimo’s servers where it
can be access from anywhere, including apps for
iOS or Android. It is accurate to 5 metres and can
run on battery power for up to 72 hours. Bundled
with an international SIM card, there are no
roaming fees to worry about.
Stamford Tyres - 6262 3355
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HAVE PET WILL TRAVEL
You won’t like to be cooped up at home all the time! Traveling with your pet can be an enriching experience for them.
Here are some proper accessories for safe pet travels:
1. Portable Water Bowl
It’s a given that we humans don’t like to share our eating utensils. Some
infectious diseases can be spread if an infected animal sneezes or
defecates into a water source. Our pets are likely to be strong enough to
resist infection, but having their own personal bowl is a great idea!

4. Car Seat Cover
If your dog is prone to shedding, fur sticking into the many crevices that
can create a headache. To contain the mess, use a seat cover or hammock.
These covers can be machine washed and the hammock-style design has
some pet retaining qualities.

2. Pet Seat Belt Harness
Just like people, pets need to be restrained while in the car, not with your
arms! Bigger pets can get away with a simple seat belt buckle harness.
For hyperactive pets - there is a motorsports-inspired harness for them,
but we recommend it as a last resort! A carrier should be used for cats and
other small animals that cannot easily be harnessed. The carrier should be
large enough for your pet to sit and lie down.

Regular grooming
Happy pets running freely? Of course, they will look super happy even
though they have accumulated dirt/mud on their coat. And there is
nothing you can do if they choose to roll in something that smells
unpleasant to you, but interesting for them. If your pets go swimming, do
shower them immediately!

3. Pet Booster Seat
Unless you have a huge pet, most of them will struggle to see over the
window - and they love to look at things around the. A booster seat,
similar to a child car seat, can bring them closer to the window. Used
in conjunction with a harness, the dog is placed in the car seat and the
harness is connected to the car seat to keep him secure.

With such a busy lifestyle in Singapore, door-to-door mobile services
like Margies Pet Grooming takes the hassle out of monthly grooming
trips. Trained by U.S. Master Groomers and backed by over ten years of
experience, you can rest assured that your pet is in safe hands.
Grooming’s portfolio of treatments extends beyond basic and full
grooming, but also includes Pet Bath and Spa services, Teeth-Brushing,
Dental Care and Pet-Sitting! The team is available between 10am and 9pm
daily, including public holidays. For more information, please call Margies
Pet Grooming at 91474332.
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t’s hard to call a 2.0 litre turbo car boring, especially
when a few pages ago, we were literally fanning
ourselves from the delirious heat of the Civic Type R.
Fancy the Germans to make a very fast car that’s not
very exciting to drive - that is, if you keep it purely stock.
While the “best hot hatch” may be a German, there is
no denying that the TT combines both speed and style
into one unique package. Plus, having a related engine
as the Golf R does pave the way to millions of possible
combinations to make more power.
Digging deep into the heart, forged pistons conrods form
the base formula to creating more power and reducing
weight. And rarely do we find people who are so into the
purchase of valve upgrades - which are important factors
in the power quest since they are letting in the air into the
combustion chamber. Ferrea racing valves, springs and
guides find their way into the cylinder head to enhance its
performance reliability under extreme heat and pressure.

ime for

Further observing the engine bay, this demure animal
went into full beast mode with the addition of the beefed
up aluminum intake - and that is only the beginning. Such
an intake needs to be forcibly fed, which is the duty of the
Loba turbo upgrade, featuring a forged compressor rotor,
which is lighter, yet boosts a lot more. Little of the extra
boost goes to waste with the upgraded intercooler and a
diverter valve with a stronger housing and diaphragm to
hold more pressure.
Feeding air into the system is a free-er flowing MST
Performance intake. In order to keep up with the
increased fuel needs, Audi RS4 injectors were used in
place of the originals, and the fuel pump was upgraded to
provide the pressure for the RS4 guns to work their best.

As with many turbo cars, a methanol injection system
was included for a burst of instant power with a super
cool intake temperature. Plenty of gases being sucked in
means plenty of waste - no problem for the bassy Bastuck
exhaust system to get rid of them all.
Finally, to bring all of them working together
harmoniously, is a custom dyno-tested ECU tuning by
Monster Tune. How much? Way more than the stock
limited slip differential (LSD) and gearbox could take which warranted the use of a Quaife LSD to keep the front
wheels firmly pointed straight even on heavy launches
and a Kate cool DSG cooler to keep the gearbox from
destroying itself from all the extra torque.
Handling all the power is a collection of reinforcements
as well as additions to the suspension. Starting from
firmly bolting the engine to the frame, 034 dogbone and
mountings keep the engine from torque-wrenching itself
off. Upgraded sway bars at both ends, the chassis flex is
firmly dealt with with the addition of a Unibrace. While
the TT roars on the launch, an anti-lift kit adds extra caster
to the Bilstein B16 coilover setup for better straight-line
stability.
Let’s not forget braking too. Front AP Racing brake kits
pro500 6pot, hidden in huge Enkeis with super sticky
Yokohama AD08R tyres - brings all the fun to a safe
and controllable stop. Keeping exterior modifications
to a minimum, most of the aesthetic budget was spent
indoors - an absolutely stunning Robson carbon steering
wheel and sport seats welcome the driver to a a very lush
interior, while seducing his with a rich-sounding Focal
3way speaker & sound system.
If anything, the only thing that hints at the monster
under the skin, is the gauge. Beep boop, gone in under
six seconds!

Audi TT
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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ENGINE
Monster Custom tune
Wossner Forged Pistons & Conrods
Ferrea Valves, Valve Springs & Valve Guides
RS4 Injectors
HPA Manifold
Loba High Pressure Fuel Pump
LOBA LO420 TurboCharger Kit
Quaife LSD
Forge Motorsport Intercooler
Leyo Diverter Valve
MST Performance Intake System
Methanol Injection Kit
Bastuck Exhaust
Kate cool DSG cooler

...speed and style into
one unique package...

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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Max driving entertainment

TEXT KRADO LOW
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FFEATURE
E A T UCAR
RE CAR

UNDERCARRIAGE
034 Motorsport Sway Bar
034 motorsport dogbone
034 motorsport engine mounting
H&R front sway bar
Unibrace bar
Front AP brake kit pro500 6pot
Whiteline Anti lift kit
Bilstein B16 coilover
Enkei 18 inch
Yokohama AD08R
INTERIOR
Robson carbon steering
Sport seats
Shadow boost gauge
Focal 3way speaker & sound system
EXTERIOR
Championship White Custom Paint

TEXT & PHOTO JONATHAN LIM
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INTERVIEW

JUDGEMENT DAY
President of the MSVCR, Dr. Ivor Thevathasan, gives us some insight
into the judging process for the Fullerton Concours D’Elegance
TopGear Singapore (TGS): In Concours judging, what is valued more,
originality, or pristiness?
Dr. Ivor Thevathasan (Ivor): For the Americans, such as at Pebble Beach,
the car must be pristine and perfect, but I’m not one of those. What has
happened is, a rich chap first getting into this game – or a collector – buys
an old car that’s very valuable, but not in good condition (it might not even
be mechanically mobile). They give it to a restorer, and say “alright, here’s a
million, two million, three million: fix it up.” I don’t like any hobby, even games
or sports, that gets too involved with money, because it gets corrupted, and
it’s no longer enjoyable.
Unfortunately because the cars are getting more valuable, there’s big money
coming into the game, and I think it’s not very healthy. Now, there are even
classic car investment funds, and with the banks entering the picture, it’s
going to get even worse.
TGS: Would there be any difference in judging an original Singapore car
versus an imported classic?
Ivor: We have an originality/preservation criteria as part of our judging
standard. So if your car is very original, we do give higher points.
TGS: If there’s a car in this condition that’s a little rough around the edges,
would it fare better in a Concours than one that’s gone through a complete
restoration?
Ivor: It depends who you ask. Last year I put the Amazon up for show in
Malaysia – it’s not perfect, but it competed with a number of cars in its class,
some of which had been completely rebuilt. However, my car won by two
points because of originality, so this is down to individual judges.
TGS: What’s your opinion of classic cars being registered with non-periodcorrect licence plates?
Ivor: I know it doesn’t look quite right, but what can we do? One of the things
that I’ve been talking to the LTA about is asking that old number plates that

have been discarded from scrapped cars be released to us at a flat rate. We’re
still canvassing the LTA, “You’re not giving this to us for free, we’re prepared to
pay a nominal sum for it.” A lot of our club members would like an old number
on an old car; not necessarily a fancy number, just something that is periodcorrect. A new number plate on an old car is like an old lady wearing a bikini
– it’s just not right; an old plate is the equivalent of an elegant cheongsam.
TGS: On a related note, LTA recently announced more stringent annual
inspection tests for old cars. How will this affect classic car owners in
Singapore, especially given the higher emissions that old cars produce?
Ivor: At one time this was a big issue, but let’s go back to the lady analogy:
you can’t judge a 60 year old lady in a beauty contest the same as you would
a 20 year old. Thankfully, a LTA engineer recognised this. For most countries in
the world, cars built in 1960 are judged to 1960 standards, because it makes
no sense to judge them to today’s standards – for the vintage cars, this means
pre-1940s – for which we are grateful.
Besides, how many old cars are there running on Singapore roads? A few
hundred? Low thousands? Even if you drive them all at the same time, they
aren’t likely to cause much pollution, because the numbers are small. That’s
even before taking into account the fact that most of them aren’t driven
every day.
TGS: What would you say to reassure someone who wants to buy a classic car
for the first time?
Ivor: Join the MSVCR (Malaysian Singapore Vintage Car Register) – you don’t
have to own a classic car, or even a car, for that matter. Most importantly,
don’t rush into buying anything. Don’t think that just because you go to
England and meet a guy in a sharp suit with a beautiful showroom, he’s not
out to hoodwink you. You have to be careful because they can do terrible
things to you. The best way forward is to get one of our knowledgeably
senior members to help you. Even though Google is a friend, it’s better to
have that human touch.

F E AT U R E C A R
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FORD TO
THE RESCUE
Ford has developed a prototype smart car window that lets blind
people “see” the passing landscape. The “Feel the View” prototype,
which was developed with Italian startup xyz, uses vibrations to
give blind and visually impaired passengers a sense of the scenery
outside. The smart window takes pictures using an external
camera and turns them into high-contrast grayscale images. These
images are reproduced on the glass using special LEDs. When a
passenger touches the image, different shades of gray vibrate with
a range of 255 intensities. The idea is that blind or visually impaired
passengers can touch the scene and use the varying intensities
of vibration to create in their mind what the landscape looks like.
Ford’s team in Italy worked with agency GTB Roma and Aedo, a
local start-up that specialises in devices for the visually impaired.
The smart window also has an AI voice assistant that taps into
the car’s audio system and put what the passengers are feeling
into context. For instance, it might tell the passenger “snowy
mountain,” as depicted in the video, or “lake.” The prototype is
part of Ford’s advanced research, which means there are no plans
(at least not publicly) to bring this to market. This is the kind of
technology that could show up in Ford’s autonomous vehicle
program. The company has been testing its technology and its
future business model through pilot programs with Dominos and
Postmates. The company has been using research vehicles to learn
the logistical challenges of delivery by a driverless vehicle. One of
those challenges is how an autonomous vehicle will interact with
passengers and give them the information they need as they travel
from Point A to Point B.
www.fortune.com

POWER TO
THE SENSES

Volvo has “brought” the Northern Lights into its most luxurious car,
with a new S90 Ambience Concept promising maximum sensory
sway for those who have a driver to focus on the road. The concept
car shows what Volvo describes as a luxury beyond just materials
and design. Instead, the goal is to engage with passengers’ senses
in a more fundamental basis.
It’s based on a car that’s already one of Volvo’s more unusual
models, the S90 L Excellence. That does away with the front
passenger seat, replacing it with a fixed ottoman for the lucky
person sat in the rear. Out of that folds a display, which can also be
used as a workspace.
In the S90 Ambience Concept, however, the goal is calming not
productivity. Seven different themes – with titles like Northern
Lights, Scandinavian Forest, Swan Lake, Archipelago, Rain,
Nocturnal, and Freedom – run the gamut from relaxation to
invigoration, Volvo promises, as well as encouraging sleep. Each has
a combination of audio, light, and scent.
A projection system beams graphics onto the roof of the cabin,
for you to sit back and stare at wistfully. At the same time, there is
synchronised audio played through the Bowers and Wilkins sound
system. Finally, Volvo partnered with fragrance specialist Byredo on
a quartet of bespoke scents. They get released from a portal in the
center console, which rises out of the cabinetry for a suitable sense
of drama. It’s all controlled by a smartphone app, which gives a
rundown of each theme and its goals. And, while it’s currently just a
concept, Volvo says it needn’t necessarily stay that way. “Volvo Cars
has the ambition to make it available in S90 Excellence production
cars,” the automaker points out, “to enhance its Excellence offer,
especially in China.”
www.slashgear.com
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Vezel with a beefy vocal punch

W

hen we scrutinise all aspects
of crossovers, we might
hardly find one that ticks all
the right boxes, if we factor
in value, performance, functionality
and style in the mix. We’ve featured
countless crossovers, and certainly not
the first Honda Vezel. This gives us a
good indication that the Vezel’s platform
is versatile enough to please every
member of the family. Its engine has a
motor with sufficient punch, and yet
returns highly respectable kilometres
per litre. It has proper seats - certainly
presentable considering that it is a
crossover. But it does not compromise
on aesthetics too, with a slightly sloping
roofline and other visual cues to make
it one of the most popular modes of
transport in Singapore.
With these strong attributes, it will
come as no surprise that owners
looking to customise their ride will
have a solid foundation to work with.
There will be some who will opt for
purely aesthetic upgrades with aero

kits and rim upgrades, but those who
spend plenty of time in the car might
decide on enhancing the cabin area exactly what this example offers.
This fully ICE-d Honda Vezel is one of
the masterpieces by ST Audio Master - it
is one of the best available installers
in Singapore and they strive their best
in all aspects of in-car entertainment
modifications. Mr Liang, the owner of
this ride, is a thoroughbred audiophile.
He brought his ride directly to
Eddie, who then suggested a system
configuration that will satisfy any mobile
media lover!
Starting from the headunit, which is
Pioneer’s 2-din multimedia flagship
AVH-X8850BT, equipped with the
best connectivity with our mobile
phones. It is connected directly into the
Helix DSP Pro MK2 processor, which
provides a powerful 64-bit DA and
AD converters. The incredible native
resolution will ensure unparalleled sound
characteristics. All pass filter option,

incredible adjustment range of time
alignment and switchable sound option
of DA converters are the few key features,
which leaves nothing to be desired due
to its numerous sound optimisation
options fully made in Germany.

the speaker to be flushed with the
panel. The ML10 subwoofer sits in a
customised side in the trunk, perfectly
done to save the boot space for the
SUV function. The Brax Matrix system
is also made in Germany.

Then it pushes its signal to the 2 units
of Mosconi Zero 4 amplifiers. Mosconi’s
flagship series with 2 x 100W + 2 x 145W
powers the tweeter and midrange, and
the other unit uses 2 x 100W for midbass
and 1 x 900W for the subwoofer. These
hybrid amplifiers give a different power
rating for the 4 channels, which serves
more value to the consumer and tuner
knowing its need. Made in Italy with the
highest precision parts and packaged in
a full-aluminium heat sink.

This ride is also an award winning ride
- it was victorious at the 2017 EMMA
Singapore Championship. Clarity with
staging and imaging equipped with
good tonality - attributes that make this
a truly outstanding sound machine.

The front speakers will be the Brax
Matrix 3-way system.. The ML1 and
ML2 sit in a fully customised A pillar
for a better staging and imaging
option. The ML6P midbass sits in
the original door panel position,
which has also been customised for

Given how popular the Vezel is in
Singapore, it is not easy to stand out
from the crowd. But this example
indicates how much more appealing it
can be by modifying its sound system
to one that sounds like nothing else.
With these upgrades, the highs and
mids sound much clearer with perfect
tonal accuracy, with the bass helping to
beef up the low-end without any hints
of distortion. A car well loved by all,
sounding like no other on local tarmac.
We approve!

TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS PETER LEE MODEL KETRYN CALDAS BY ICE NET PTE LTD
FROM LAREINA TALENT MANAGEMENT VIDEO STEVEN LU
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Clarity with
staging and
imaging
equipped with
good tonality
- attributes
that make
this a truly
outstanding
sound machine

SYSTEM DIAGRAM

PIONEER
AVH-X8850BT

HELIX
DSP PRO MK II

MOSCONI
ZERO 4

BRAX
MAXTRIX ML1

MOSCONI
ZERO 4

BRAX
MAXTRIX ML2

BRAX
MAXTRIX ML6

BRAX
MAXTRIX ML10
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ICE PRODUCT

OEM PLUS
Top Palace goes big on sound
TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS TOP PALACE

Owners of Mercedes-Benz and BMW often face the “dilemma” with regards
to the upgrading of their vehicle’s sound system. We are well aware that
these continental can pose a big challenge in terms of creating a good
sounding system, unless you are ever ready to splash your hard earned cash
for in-house state-of-the-art equipment.
Top Palace has recently made a name for themselves within this particular
segment in the mobile media industry - but what exactly are they
specialised in? Top Palace is specialised in concentrating on developing
speaker systems made for certain models of Mercedes-Benz and BMW.
Most of the sound system provided locally by the manufacturer would have
been the entry specification, but with the help from Top Palace, these have
the capability to be upgraded to a competition-grade sound system.
Top Palace’s system for Mercedes-Benz was seen installed in many shops by
models such as the GLC, C and E class. It features a 11-speaker system with
built-in amplifiers and pre-tuned DSP sound settings. Fully plug and play,
not a single cable will be cut or “manipulated”, and all functions remain at
the original position/setting. System controls remain same as what you will
get right from the factory, but the sound output will be totally different as
you will enjoy perfect staging and imaging with a very nice tonal balance.
Do find out more about Top Palace from A.I.M Net Pte Ltd. Contact: 8668-7700.

BEHIND THE WHEEL
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Meet the Hyundai i30

Hyundai i30 1.4 GLS

OH GREAT, YET ANOTHER I-PRODUCT
If you somehow still have your reservations about Korean
cars, perhaps the i30 can sway you. It was designed and
engineered in Germany (not to mention tested at the
Nurburgring extensively), and it’s screwed together in
the Czech Republic. It happens to have a Hyundai badge
on it, but honestly, if Siemens or Bosch decided to stick
their label to the i30, you’d think it was as German as
apfelstrudel.
SO, KOREAN OR EUROPEAN?
No surprise, then, that the Hyundai takes direct aim at
Europe’s habitual chart-topper, the Volkswagen Golf.
Like that car, it’s a five-door hatchback, but here the i30
sticks faithfully to the Korean playbook: it undercuts the
competition in price, and tries to outdo them in spec.
That approach applies to the sheetmetal; it’s 8cm longer
than a Golf, with a wheelbase that’s 3cm longer. And
though it’s substantially cheaper than its German rival (the
Golf 1.0 lists for S$108,900), it offers plenty of equipment.
FANCY?
The lights and wipers and automatic, you start the
engine by pressing a button, there’s a reverse camera,
the parking brake is electronic, and there’s even a pad for

1,353cc, inline-4 turbocharged
140hp / 6,000 rpm
242Nm / 1,500 rpm
7-Speed Twin Clutch Auto
9.2 seconds
205km/h
5.5L/100km
A2
S$96,999
Now (www.hyundaimotors.com.sg)

wireless, inductive phone charging. It also comes with a
comprehensive trip computer with a sharp colour screen,
dual zone climate control, and a fancy touchscreen system
— customer cars will come with a (locally-fitted) system
that’s larger than the one you see in pics here. Essentially,
if you were expecting a basic and pared down car with
wind-up windows and a cassette tape player, prepare to
be confounded by what the i30 offers.
Cabin space isn’t abundant in nominal terms, but then
it’s decently roomy for the class — three adults will rub
hips in the back, but they do so in the back of a Golf, too.
More importantly, the seats up front are comfy, and the
dashboard doesn’t feel like it was made of recycled egg
cartons. The plush, lux feeling plastics of a VW product
aren’t here, but the i30 at least avoids feeling like it was
built by cheapskates, for cheapskates.
GOOD TO DRIVE?
On the move, there’s an immediate and apparent fluency
to the chassis and the way it rolls smoothly over the road.
The suspension is ever so slightly on the firm side when
it’s just you in the car, but the ride quality does improve
with passengers on board, and besides, the chassis’
real trick is in the way it fills the driver with plenty of

confidence. The steering starts out jolly light at parking
speeds but as you pick up the pace, it firms up in a way
that feels nicely judged.
The turbo engine really reminds you of the TSI engines
that power so many VWs, and though the 0 to 100km/h
doesn’t look all that quick on paper, in reality the i30 picks
up speed in a hearty way that works well in city traffic. The
twin-clutch auto feels just slightly less crisp than VW’s DSG
transmissions in terms of response time, but it’s a smooth
operator, and it’s a willing partner with the engine to keep
you pouncing along with traffic.
SO THE EUROPEAN WINS..
And if you’ve read this far, you’re probably decently
immune to the kind of blindness caused by badge
snobbery, in which case you would have little problem
with our overall assessment of the i30 1.4 GLS: it’s possibly
the best car on the market for less than $100,000 in
Singapore. You’ll be able to find bigger cars for sure, but
in terms of how it feels to drive, the Hyundai is a notch
above cars in the same price bracket; it’s very, well,
European. No need to feel sorry for yourself if your budget
for a new car is a five-figure one, then. If you drive a i30,
you won’t, anway.

TEXT & PHOTOS LEOW JU-LEN
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Taiwan

MEGA Show
Five In One Show

W

hat are the five shows? The 2018 Taipei AMPA, AutoTronics Taipei, Taiwan
International Intelligent Transportation Show, Taiwan International Motorcycle
Industry Show, and Taiwan International Car Tuning & Car Care Show each came
to a successful end between 14 and 15 April. This year, the 5-in-1 Mega Show
attracted 6,854 foreign buyers from 120 countries. The top-10 major buyer nations (and
regions) were Japan, Mainland China, the United States, Malaysia, South Korea, Thailand,
the Philippines, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Indonesia.
The three major themes at this year’s 5-in-1 Mega Show were smart tech, automotive
electronics, and electric vehicles. Numerous manufacturers at the venue exhibited the
newest products in smart driver assistance systems, high performance battery modules,
and automotive electronic applications. Some highlights included: Mobiletron’s active
battery balance management technology, Xing Mobility’s pure electric supercar Miss R and
electric commercial truck Mr. T, and E-Lead’s remote imaging head-up display. This year,
a self-driving vehicle test drive activity was also held in the outdoor exhibit area, where a
first-ever general road experience area was added. ARTC’s smart car and HAITEC’s LUXGEN
S3 EV+ served as the experience vehicles: ARTC’s smart car integrated AI technologies, such
as pedestrian, vehicle, and traffic signal identification and active vehicle distance cruise
control; HAITEC’s LUXGEN S3 EV+ integrated AR technologies, such as chassis see-through
imaging and an active 360-degree panoramic imaging system; the hands-on experience
provided visitors with a feel for the future of smart transportation.
The Taipei Auto Parts 5-in-1 Mega Show has always attracted crowds of quality foreign
buyers. This year, attendees included notable buyer groups from Mainland China, New
Zealand, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Pakistan. The Myanmar Automobile Manufacturer
& Distributor Association organized a visitor group to participate in the exhibit; its president
Dr. Soe Tun also attended the AMPA Myanmar media forum. Vice President Jay Park of the
US Trico Group said that this year’s visit focused on seeking potential auto parts suppliers.
He has found Taiwan’s manufacturers to be extremely active in exploring the export market
and that the products were of excellent quality and very competitive. Moreover, Italy’s Ufo
Plast Srl Procurement Manager Lorenzo Fontana said that this year marks his 7th visit to
the motorcycle industry show in Taiwan. He considers Taiwan’s exhibitions very suitable
for foreign buyers due to the appropriate scale of the exhibits, centralization of motorcycle
products, and the ease of finding suitable suppliers.

This year, exhibitors not only expanded in scale but in their investments in booth
decorations. Juluen, an active exhibitor, indicated that AMPA is the perfect platform to
expose products and to network with potential buyers. Moreover, exhibits attract many
“heavyweight” buyers during the exhibition period. Exhibitor Fukuta Motors said that
the booths in this year’s show were well planned and drew high rates of inquiry from
international buyers. The exhibit met their expectations and they expect to participate in
the future. A first-time Japanese exhibitor, FE Trade, was not only the largest exhibitor in the
foreign area but also a big supporter of exhibit services and visiting buyer quality. It plans to
participate and expand its exhibit area in next year’s exhibition.
The first-ever Taiwan International Intelligent Transportation Show (ITS) and Taiwan
International Car Tuning & Car Care Show were also well received. An ITS exhibitor, the
Automotive Ethernet Alliance said that domestic and international industry visitors
during the exhibition period were extremely impressed by the development of Ethernet
in Taiwan. An automobile manufacturer from Mainland China expressed willingness to
cooperate during the exhibition; buyers from Lebanon and Egypt also expressed interest
in negotiating distribution of China-Motor’s e-moving electric scooters. Car modification
exhibitor Chuanwei Jeep revealed that they confirmed sales on 6 vehicles during the
exhibition period, a very fruitful result.
In the 2018 Global EV/Auto Parts Markets conference held during the exhibition period,
talks were delivered by such notable people as former Senior Manager of Audi Chung-Liang
Chang, Representative Director of the Japanese Association for the Promotion of Electric
Vehicles (APEV) Nobuhiro Tajima, and the Vice President of Technology of the Auto Care
Association Taylor Mitchell. The event attracted over 300 registered participants, and the
speakers and businesses engaged in lively interaction during the conference. In addition,
the event invited Taiwan’s “car god” He-Huang Chen and “the people’s test driver” I-Chen
Liao to the stage at TWTC Exhibition Hall 1 to share their racing experiences and deep
automotive knowledge. The event attracted numerous businesses and non-commercial
visitors. The response was enthusiastic.
Next year (2019), Taipei AMPA and AutoTronics Taipei are scheduled to launch on 24
April (Wednesday) and run to 27 April (Saturday) in Exhibition Halls 1 and 2 of the
Nangang Exhibition Center; the Taiwan International Motorcycle Industry Show and
Taiwan International Car Tuning & Car Care Show are scheduled to launch on 25 April
(Thursday) and run to 28 April (Sunday) in Exhibition Hall 1 of the Taipei World Trade Center.
Registration begins in August 2018.
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New Face New Tech

Volkswagen Golf R

VW GOLF R

ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES Band
Price
Availability

1,998cc, inline-4 turbocharged
290hp / 5,400-6,500 rpm
380Nm / 1,850-5,300 rpm
7-Speed DSG
4.6 seconds
250km/h
7.1L/100km
C2
S$206,400
Now (www.volkswagen.com.sg)

New Face New Tech

Underneath the headlights, there’s a shaplier air intake
section - it has a grimace to go with the ‘frown’ of the
headlights - and there’s plenty of go-faster piano black
skirting the entire body. All of which makes the Golf R
look hungrier for tarmac than ever,
Like the GTI, the Golf R gets a modest 10hp power
bump, bringing the total to 290hp. In Golf R tradition,
our warm weather versions lack the full 310hp of other
markets. Yet in the historical view, keep in mind the
Golf R now has 34hp more than its first iteration and is
almost a whole second quicker in 0-100km/h time.
Mated to the engine is a new seven-speed dual-clutch
gearbox (codenamed DQ381), which uses a wet clutch,
and so should offer good reliability when dealing with
the engine’s grunty 380Nm of torque.
The Golf R has always been mighty in comparison to
its size, and the incremental updates VW has given it
means it still easily keeps up with the likes of far more
expensive and powerful machines.
Still Fast or Even Faster?
The bassy engine note and crisp, superquick upshifts

endear the refreshed drivetrain to the driver as much as
its predecessors, the Golf R rushes towards the horizon
quicker than ever - 0-100km/h in 4.6 seconds is still
properly fast.
Scream towards a familiar corner and your mind thinks
you won’t make it, then the car rips through it feeling
like it hardly broke a sweat. So you push it further and
further, and it’s almost obscene how much you can get
away with because not only is the Golf R forgiving, it’s
also very communicative.
You can brake until it feels like the rear wheels are no
longer on the ground, but the Golf R is the type of machine that can make that feel almost normal, the extra
power, tuning and all-wheel drive don’t impinge on the
car’s transparency.
If you’ve driven a regular Golf, it’s staggering to think
the Golf R springs from the same root stock. A wider
front and rear track, more power, better brakes and
adaptive dampers (Dynamic Chassis Control) are just
some of the changes that account for the difference,
but the tremendous pace and involvement means the
Golf R is truly more than the sum of its parts.
Can I live with one?
Even then, the Golf R’s not done with its eyebrow-raising act. While it has an active ride quality, it’s nowhere
near as bad as a crossover’s. Switch to ‘Comfort’ mode,
the exhaust quietens, the steering relaxes along with

the rest of the car, and the Golf R is content to cruise
like a normal car.
Once hooligan mode is shuffled away at the press of
a button, you can enjoy the other improvements to
the interior. Like the GTI, there’s a new 12.3-inch active
instrument display ‘Active Info Display’ as seen on the
Passat and Tiguan, which is clear, customisable and
very useful for navigation.
Pairing up with that is the top-of-the-line infotainment
system, the 9.2-inch ‘Discover Pro’ unit, which has features and graphics sharp enough to rival an Audi’s.
New is a gesture control feature - swiping a palm across
the screen without touching brings you to the next
page, or vice versa. You can connect a smartphone to it
via Android Auto, Apple CarPlay or MirrorLink, and even
backseat passengers can get in on the fun: With VW’s
‘Media Control’ app they can control the tunes blasting
through the excellent Dynaudio sound system
Worth the wait?
The Golf R has always been a car that can do everything
a driver wants, from carving corners to serene commutes, but is at its most snorting gleeful self delivering
staggering real-world pace and anti-social fun. Yet the
recent updates highlight that it can also punch well
above its price point when it comes to being nice too.
Volkswagen’s searing Golf R is top of the hot hatch
class, but also a stupendous performance bargain

TEXT & PHOTOS DERRYN WONG

What’s New?
The lights are new: Headlights receive new hexagonpatterns inside the reflector unit, paired with a new DRL
LED light signature, and there are active ‘pulse’ indicators for both the head and tail lights.
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Gymkhana Autocross
Series (GAS) 2018 Round 1

A

fter a five-month break since the last round
of Gymkhana Autocross Series (GAS) 2017 at
Malaysia Agro Exposition Park Serdang (MAEPS),
Serdang, drivers from both Malaysia and Singapore
finally returned again fighting for the top podiums in
all the 7 categories.
Although most of Project SG Crew members were
familiar with GAS competition format, the new venue
created tough challenges where many encountered
difficulties overcoming and adjusting to the ground
conditions. Reason being that the venue was
previously used for advanced driving courses by
other training schools. In order for the participants
to experience the feel of losing control, diesel was
poured onto the venue to create a slippery surface
(yikes!). Even as the diesel-pouring activities stopped

for very long time, the soaked tarmac remains slippery
no matters how much rain took place.
The members enjoyed the superb torture layouts
designed by GAS organizer, which they never be
able to experience these challenges layouts in
local events. Gymkhana requires strong mental
concentration and memorization, a significant part
of achieving a fast time. The competition was tense,
stressful as the gap between each competitor was
only a split second apart.
At the end of the event, it was a proud moment that
both Malaysia and Singapore participants survived
the tortures and most importantly, they had gained
valuable experience in handling more difficult and
challenging layouts. Well done everyone!!

Let’s check out the report card of our Singapore
drivers:
Hutch Chau
Champion, Rear Wheel Drive – Road Legal
1st Runner Up, Rear Wheel Drive – Pro Class
Jeremy Low
2nd Runner Up, Rear Wheel Drive – Pro Class
Melvin Lim
2nd Runner Up, Rear Wheel Drive – Road Legal
Sylvester Lim
Champion, All Wheel Drive
Gerald Poh
1st Runner Up, All Wheel Drive
Chase Lim
Champion, Front Wheel Drive – Road legal
2nd Runner Up, Front Wheel Drive – Pro Class
Michelle Yap
2nd Runner Up, Ladies Category
Yu Xuan
2nd Runner Up, Newbie
Champion of Champions Award – Hutch Chau
Congratulation to all winners of Malaysia and
Singapore. We look forward to more excitement and
great fun in the next round. Anyone keen to take
part in such Malaysian races may contact “Project
SG Racing Crew” via Facebook.

CHECK IN: HOTEL NUVE
For the urbanites who just want
a touch of Singapore’s heritage
Best for citydwellers looking for a quick getaway, Hotel NuVe down Jalan
Pinang could just be it. The boutique hotel which sits amidst clusters of
cafes, embraces bits and pieces of Singapore’s rich cultures with Kampong
Glam, Arab Street, and Haji Lane being just a stone’s throw away.
While the outsides definitely put you in the bustling city district, the
insides are quite the opposite. The NuVe Group prides itself with a hotel
that is home to just fewer than 43 rooms, which means you’ll never feel
overwhelmed but get more privacy, for those searching for it. The NuVe
Hotel offers rooms catered from the solo travellers, to families on a smaller
scale of three members.
For more highlights, be it night or day, take a step back to Hotel NuVe’s
roof terrace which is a must-visit to take in the city’s skyline, and a
signature spot for a good read, while you munch on some of Singapore’s
nostalgic snack treat delights from the team. Visit www.hotelnuve.com.
Hotel NuVe
No. 9 Jalan Pinang
Singapore 199141
Tel: +65 6299 5975

Sometimes, you just
need a break, to a place
you love, to get away
from everything

9 Jalan Pinang, Singapore 199141
+65 6299 5975
contact@hotelnuve.com
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RULES OF THE AMULET
An amulet is any object worn on the body, and is intended to
bring good luck and/or protection to its owner. The biggest rule
is: honor and highly respect every amulet.Here are five guides to
keep your amulet working at its very best.
Make sure it’s genuine
A genuine amulet seller will know the history of the amulet and
where it came from. Genuine amulets are made by monks and
temples same with statues and other holy items, blessed/chanted
under right ceremonies or consecrated by masters to make them
holy.
Wear it above the waist
Most amulets, unless instructed, are to be placed or worn above
your waist level. Several amulets can be kept in in a small bag or
pouch, but pant pockets are to be avoided. Amulets kept in a bag
should be stored at high place and not on the floor.
Unbroken respect
If you chose to stop wearing an amulet, for example: due to
breakage, or come across one that is broken, you must pass those
amulets to any temple or dealer instead of throwing it away.
Putting it in a bin is a huge disrespect to the image of Buddha.

Storing rules
When you’re not wearing your amulet, place it in a highly
respected and private location. Do not mix the amulet with
jewelry or other items. While keeping it on an altar, place it at the
appropriate level.
Be one with the amulet.
Only by wearing it with faith and strong devotion, will you feel the
effect. Most importantly, you have to think good, speak good and
do good in order for the full effect of the amulet to work.
These are just a few examples of what you can do to respect
your amulet when you are not wearing it and how to care for it.
An amulet specialist such as Wang Sheng Amulet will be able to
advise you on the full details of your amulet care, be it Phra Ngan
Wicca, Consercate of Phra ngan or Kumantongs
Other services Wang Shen Amulet provides include: old traditional
thai mystical Sakyant, clearing of black magic and ghostbustering,
residential and commercial venue blessings, hand-made
traditional lanna candles and oil lamps for various purposes such
as boosting good luck, clearing of adversities and obstacles; as
well as Salika Lingtong ritual for convincing power and sales talk.
Wang Sheng Amulet is located at Goldenmile Complex #03-48,
Singapore 199588. For more information, please call 9196 6606 or
visit https://www.facebook.com/WangShengAmulet/.

Phra Ngan
Necromancer
(Wang Sheng Amulet)
“Rule Your Mind
Or It Will Rule You.”
“Peace Comes From Within
Do Not Seek It Without.”
“The Mind Is Everything
What you think you become.”

Goldenmile Complex #03-48
Singapore 199588
14:00 - 18:00 daily
@Wangshengamulet

TANGLED

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!

Fujifilm’s newest lightweight option
will fit right into your carry-on
TEXT: CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO DYSON

For Dyson, it all began with a vision to ditch vacuum
bags. Following that success, the brand has taken
things up a notch and has officially entered the era
of wireless vacuum cleaners – something that many
consider ‘long overdue’.
The new Cyclone V10 model is a cord-free device,
features a digital motor and is almost half the weight of
its predecessor the ‘V8’, which was capable of spinning
up to 125,000rpm and Dyson’s most powerful digital
vacuum motor to date (until the V10 came along).
What sets this V10 apart? The Cyclone V10 model
boasts 20 per cent more suction power as compared
to the V8 model. The slightly smaller engine is packed
between two filters and spins 2,000 times a second –
securing itself first place in Dyson’s line-up.
With the ability to work hard with an extended running
time of up to 60 minutes of suction after a full charge,
the new model also comes with a 40 per cent bigger
bin capacity than the previous models.
[For more details, visit dyson.com.sg]
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Midnight
Charm

Bell & Ross keeps a low profile with its stealthy timepiece
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO BELL & ROSS

The BR S-92 is a simple recipe that showcases Bell &
Ross’ signature big and square case, with its iconic
four-screw arrangement.
Measuring-in at 39mm, the matte grey dial provides
maximum subtlety. The timepiece is powered by a
BR-CAL.302 automatic calibre, and boasts perfect
dial legibility. Even at a slight distance, the BR S-92 is
easy to read, with its metal indices and metal skeleton
Superluminova-filled hour and minute hands. The use
of matte grey metal was specifically chosen to avoid
reflections caused by harsh light.
With its 100m water resistant capabilities the BR S-92
is matched to an understated black rubber strap.
[For more details, visit bellross.com]

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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MECHANICAL JELLYFISH
In 2017, quirky brand MB&F launched its first “aquatic” wristwatch: Horological
Machine No.7, also known as the HM7 Aquapod. Now, this jellyfish-inspired
Machine follows an aquatic theme - an entirely new adventure after their
previous engagements with spaceship, aircraft and supercar designs. The HM7
comes in two editions; of the red gold edition, limited to 66 pieces - 45 have
been sold to retailers and reportedly only 3 or 4 have not found their way yet to
a collector’s wrist. The titanium edition, recognisable thanks to a bold blue bezel
and limited to only 33 pieces, is sold out.
This new titanium edition, with a very special green bezel, is made possible
thanks to a sapphire crystal insert, along with matching green luminescent
details. Inside the grade 5 titanium and sapphire crystal case, the unconventional
HM7 caliber adopts the same concentric, vertical structure as a jellyfish; the
tentacle-like winding rotor providing power to the automatic movement,
regulated by a 60-second flying tourbillon. Would you want to venture into
collecting something as offbeat as this?

MOMENTUM MAGIC
The Philips Momentum 436M6VBPAB is a 43-inch
gaming monitor with a 3,840 x 2,160-pixel resolution.
It has a maximum brightness level of 1,000 nits,
placing it miles apart from almost every other HDR
monitor. The maximum brightness level plays a big
part in delivering on the promise of HDR, so a display
that can hit 1,000 nits should look better than one
that is capable of 400 nits. The Momemtum features
an “MVA” panel with a 4,000:1 typical contrast ratio
and 50,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio. The typical
brightness level is listed at 720 nits though, so you can
enjoy the best ambience in a pitch black environment
without “burning” your eyes!

BAMBOO BEAM
If you find the current lineup of stylus a tad too
mainstream, Bamboo Tip might be the solution for you
- it is a fine-tip stylus that works on any Android or iOS
device. It is designed for digital note taking, and we have
no doubt that it will be seamless given that the stylus
leverages Wacom’s decades of experience in pen and
stylus technology to improve touch screen detection.
It packs 20 hours of battery life and can be connected
to more than 1 device, if you intend to share it across
multiple stylus-enabled platforms!

NIMBLE WEAPON
Razer’s Abyssus Essential is being advertised as an entry-level
gaming mouse, but we reckon that Razer has a different
definition of the term “entry-level”, given that it comes with
RGB underglow, an RGB logo, and a 7200 DPI optical sensor.
The Abyssus Essential has a small ambidextrous three button
shape. It only has left, right, and a scroll wheel click, not the
most feature-packed mouse but should be sufficient for a
keen gamer. It weighs in at just 78g, which should allow you
to improve your winning ratio - not a bad product if you have
SGD$79.99 to spare!
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MOTOR MANIA
TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS VINCE CARLO PHOTOGRAPHY

Behind the scenes at Bangkok
International Motor Show 2018

A

rguably one of the largest automotive exhibitions in one of the biggest exhibition
hall in ASEAN, Bangkok International Motor Show (BIMS) never fail to impress when
it comes to the scale of the project - exhibitors, F&B staff, service crew, salesmen,
prospective customers and models (or “pretties, in Thai speak) all play a part to give
BIMS a truly unique experience. Rather than to analyse the cars on display this year, we
find it rather interesting to dive deep into the “fringe” of the exhibition, discussing aspects
such as transportation to Muang Thong Thani province, the overall vibes of this highly
anticipated annual show and our general thoughts on Thailand’s car industry.
Rather than heading down on Press Day on the 27th of March, we decided to delay our
trip and soak in another type of experience - one that involves the need to “localise”. Given
that public days end at 10pm BKK time, we would assume that we can have dinner in town
before slowly making our way to Muang Thong Thani province. But one thing that I learnt
after spending some time in Bangkok is to never underestimate the traffic! Given that it
was peak hour, traffic was horrendous and a drive from Ploen Chit (CBD area) to Impact
Challenger Hall 1-3 took us 2 hours - a rather frightening statistic given that the route was
29km, with more than 50% covered by elevated tollways. The horror didn’t end there finding parking was another challenge, but we got lucky and squeezed into a parallel lot
near the entrance. We had 90 minutes to walk 3 halls worth of decked-out booths - not an
easy feat considering how intricate each booth were, especially the one from MercedesBenz - hands down the most majestic of the lot!
Analysing how potential customers interact with the cars can be pretty interesting, and that
is not something we get used to right from the get-go here in Singapore. For mass market
brands, take for example Subaru and Suzuki, you will notice at least 50 sales personnel
standing along the perimeter of the booth, ever so willing to feed you with information. But
unlike other markets where the pressure to avoid them is real, over here at the show, they
will first hand you the brochures and price list, give you a short introduction of the car that
interests you, and more importantly, not once did we feel a sense of “pushiness” from any
sales staff - an intriguing yet welcoming feeling that we are highly appreciative!

This leads us on to another point - general thoughts of the car industry. Just from our short
walk on a regular Wednesday night, we can more or less understand how the Thais perceive
cars. Cars, to the general public, are perceived to be more of a necessity than luxury. But
of course it does not make much sense to drive on a daily basis to town. And with this
mindset of utilising cars to necessitate mobility, I realised that Thais get less excited at the
more luxurious cars on display. Instead, they tend to dive deeper into the mass market
offerings like Honda’s Civic and Toyota’s Yaris. An interesting experience to understand the
automotive exhibition culture from a Thai’s standpoint - one that involves the emphasis of
“needs” more than “wants”. But of course, visitors do get thrilled by offerings from supercar
and luxury car marques like New Model Phantom and Bentley’s Continental GT.
We highly encourage you to participate in next year’s edition of BIMS. After all, you could
make your way from Changi Airport to Impact Challenger Hall 1 to 3 in less than 4 hours if
the timing is right!

OVERSEAS
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I NCR E M E NTAL
I N NOVATION
TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS VINCE CARLO PHOTOGRAPHY

Thailand Auto Parts & Accessories 2018

T

he Thailand Auto Parts & Accessories (TAPA) is an important event
for international players in the fast-growing ASEAN market. Yes, we
fully agree with this statement by the organisers, and we reckon
that there is no where else better in ASEAN to host this trade show
than in Bangkok, a bustling metropolis where vehicles play a part to
cultivate its buzzing lifestyle. If we look back two years ago, the event in
2016 featured exhibitors from Thailand, Taiwan, India, China, Singapore,
Vietnam, Malaysia, Philippine, Hong Kong and South Korea, and
attracted over 9,419 trade visitors from 64 countries around the world.
The event took place from the 5th to 8th of April at the Bangkok
International Trade and Exhibition Centre (BITEC) at Bang Na district. It is
by far the largest exhibition space in Bangkok, and more importantly it
is only a 2-minute walk from BTS Bang Na, 13 stops or 45 minutes away
from town! This could explain why the forecasted number of visitors by
organisers increased by 20% to 8,000 for both public and trade days. 500
companies and more than 1,000 booths were in place to demonstrate
their latest innovations in the automotive industry.
Scanning through 19,200 square metres of exhibition space, you will
be able to notice booths catering to auto parts and components (OEM
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“Thailand is certainly
one of Asia’s main auto
hubs for auto parts
and accessories”
/ REM), petroleum / lubricants / maintenance products, tools and
machines as well as services such as IT and management. This comes
as no surprise because Thailand is a major exporter of vehicles - take
for example Toyota Motor Thailand that exports the Yaris Ativ (renamed
as Vios in Singapore) - these components would be essential for the
manufacturer to upgrade and innovate in a cost effective, yet valuable
manner.
Thailand is certainly one of Asia’s main auto hub for auto parts and
accessories. It does help to boost the auto parts and accessories export
value and also to create opportunities for small and medium-sized
enterprise (SME). Yes, the organisers want exhibitors and traders to
have the impression that Thailand is a strong, supportive auto hub.
But more importantly, they want to build positive attitudes towards
the purchase of Thai auto parts and accessories - a stigma that might
plague the domestic market. But with support coming from the
Department of International Trade Promotion, Ministry of Commerce,
Royal Thai Government, we can safely assume that a combination of
government support, domestic market strength and willingness to
both innovate and adapt will ensure that Thailand remains to be one of
the best automotive hubs in this region.

available with a choice of powerful and refined turbocharged engines:
a 2.0 liter inline four-cylinder or a 3.3-liter V-6, each available with either
rear-wheel or all-wheel drive. The G70 equipped with the 3.3-liter twinturbo V-6 is capable of accelerating 0-60mph in just 4.5 seconds. It also
offers an unparalleled amount of standard active- and passive- safety
equipment such as Forward Collision Avoidance Assist with Pedestrian
Detection, Lane Keeping Assist and Driver Attention Warning.
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The 2019 Hyundai Santa Fe features a bold new look with refined lines
from the headlights to the taillights, improved ride comfort, handling
and stability, three available powertrains and advanced safety and
technology features. It boasts a 2.4-liter inline four-cylinder GDI engine
with an estimated 185 horsepower and available turbocharged 2.0-liter
four-cylinder engine with 235 horsepower. A 2.2-liter CRDi turbodiesel
engine is the 2019 Santa Fe’s biggest surprise, with 190 horsepower at
3,800 rpm and 322 lb. ft. of torque at 1,750-2,000 rpm. All engines come
with a brand-new eight-speed automatic transmission.
Maserati revealed the first Levante built around a V8 engine at the New
York International Auto Show. It is the Levante Trofeo, the ultimate
Maserati of SUVs, capable of accelerating in style from 0-60 mph in just
3.7 seconds (0-100 km/h in 3.9 seconds) and reaching a top speed of
over 187 mph (>300 km/h). The Levante Trofeo is equipped with one
of the most powerful engines ever fitted in a Maserati. A 3.8-liter Twin
Turbo V8 engine that has been engineered to perfectly mate with the Q4
Intelligent All-Wheel Drive System and delivers an astounding 590 hp at
6,250 rpm and 538 lb.-ft. (730 Nm) of peak torque at 2,250 – 5,000 rpm.
Subaru debuted the all-new 2019 Forester. The fifth generation of
the best-selling SUV introduces the roomiest, most capable and most
versatile Forester ever made and also features groundbreaking new
safety technology. The 2019 Forester is built on the Subaru Global
Platform to deliver significantly higher levels of driving pleasure, agility,
crash protection, ride comfort and quietness. Arriving at Subaru retailers
later this year, the all-new Forester will be available in standard, Premium,
Limited, Touring and new Sport trim levels. All are powered by an
enhanced direct-injection, 182 hp 2.5-liter four-cylinder BOXER engine
featuring Auto Stop/Start and paired with a standard Lineartronic CVT.
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NYIAS 2018 is giving us a taste
of what’s to come

T

he New York Auto Show is a unique combination of new automotive
ideas, technological innovation, exceptional concept cars and nearly
1,000 of the latest new cars and trucks—all under one roof.

Held at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center from 30 March to 8 April,
the show has attracted more than 1 million visitors every year to visit the
950,000 square feet exhibition areas. This year, the show had a morethan-usual number of debuts to go with the concept models, which had
people comparing it to the recently concluded Geneva Motor Show.
This is good news for the 118-year show. Established in 1900, it is the
longest-running auto show in North America and the largest publicly
attended. Of course, let’s just cut straight to the cars shall we:
Concept Cars: The Genesis Essentia Concept is a thoroughly modern
interpretation of a highly desirable classic Gran Turismo. The allelectric, high-performance model elevates and reimagines the Genesis
“Athletic Elegance” design paradigm, while providing a vision of future
product performance and technology. It is the company’s first battery
electric vehicle and features a lightweight carbon-fiber monocoque,
a multi-motor electric powertrain, and a custom-tailored interior.
With an estimated 0-to-60 time of 3.0 seconds, it brings sports care
level performance to the realm of electric luxury coupes. Essentia was
designed to be thoroughly connected to the world around it, while
providing its occupants a virtual escape.
Hot Unveilings: The Genesis G70 is the brand’s opening salvo in
the highly competitive entry-level luxury segments, designed and
engineered to offer driver-focused performance, refined luxury,
advanced technology, and a world-class ownership experience. It is

The refreshed 2019 Kia Optima debuted at the New York International
Auto Show today. Kia’s best-selling midsize sedan was unveiled with
new design cues inside and out, expanded ADAS technology, a new
UVO infotainment strategy and available European-inspired red and
black two-tone sport leather-trimmed seats. Additional available
enhancements to the Optima line include new alloy wheel choices,
ambient LED interior lighting, and a new Passion Red exterior color.
Mazda introduced its updated, refined Mazda CX-3. Additionally, the
Mazda KAI concept and SKYACTIV-X engine made their North American
auto show debuts, highlighting Mazda’s design and engineering
prowess as it moves toward its next-generation of vehicles. The
new CX-3’s interior has undergone significant improvements, most
notably the adoption of an electronic parking brake that frees up
space and allows for a significant increase in storage space. Additional
improvements include a smoother, more efficient and more refined
SKYACTIV-G 2.0 gasoline engine, available full-leather seating surfaces,
improved NVH characteristics and redesigned seats that support a
more comfortable position.
Porsche launched a new 911GT3 RS…Weissach Package. Packing a
slightly revised version of the same 4.0 liter, naturally-aspirated flat-six
engine, the new Porsche 911 GT3 RS makes 514 hp and 346 lb-ft of
torque. It is a bit lighter and more hardcore. With the Weissach Package,
it gets a carbon fiber roof, connecting rods and even paddle shifters,
carbon fiber hood and wing.
The next New York International Auto Show will be held from 19 to 28
April 2019.
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EQ
UP THE
MERCEDES-BENZ
LAUNCHES NEW BRAND
FOR ELECTRIC MOBILITY

M

ercedes-Benz teases the Concept EQ in Singapore, a new generation of MercedesBenz electric vehicles that are “derived from the brand values of emotion and
intelligence”.
EQ, which stands for Electric Intelligence “will propels us into the future of mobility,
allowing us to boldly flip the switch, and further stake our claim as the pioneering brand of the
mobility landscape and automotive industry at large,” said Mr. Wolfgang Huppenbauer, President
and CEO, Mercedes-Benz Singapore.
The new generation of electric vehicles will be based on an architecture developed specifically
for battery-electric models, which is scalable in every respect and usable across all models: the
wheelbase and track width as well as all other system components, especially the batteries, are
variable thanks to the modular building-block system. The vehicle concept is thus optimised
to meet every requirement of a future-oriented, battery-electric model family. The basic
architecture is suitable for SUVs, saloons, coupés and other model series.
Similarly to the latest series-produced models from Mercedes-Benz, the vehicle architecture
builds on an intelligent multi-material mix of steel, aluminium and carbon fibre. This ensures that
the requirements in terms of lightweight design, strength and cost efficiency are ideally met.
As an SUV crossover, the dimensions of the Concept EQ for length, width and height are 4730
mm, 1948 mm and 1560 mm respectively. With 300 kW of total output and a range of up to 500
kilometres, two electric motors on the front and rear axles deliver a seriously big maximum
torque of up to 700 Newton metres. The high-efficiency lithium-ion battery has a model-specific
total capacity of over 70 kWh.
Tackling the biggest concern which is charging, the Concept EQ brings together the latestgeneration charging technologies. The vehicle is ready both for charging at home by induction
or wallbox and for fast charging. Significantly reduced charging times will come with the
introduction of fast charging by the Combined Charging System (CCS). This European charging
standard allows for fast charging with a far greater capacity than at present. Currently, charging
capacities from 50 up to 150 kW are possible.
EQ thus takes a further step on the road to autonomous driving, with the latest driver assistance
systems from Mercedes-Benz. Using highly accurate maps from HERE, the systems know such
things as the precise curve radii as well as the position and size of a roundabout. The vehicle
can then automatically adjust the speed and driving dynamics to give the driver even greater
comfort and relaxation.
EQ Power will pave the way for EQ, a title reserved solely for a range of pure electric vehicles.
Currently, the EQ Power products: The C 350 e and E350 e plug-in hybrids will be
available in third quarter this year. The plug-in hybrid combines the best of both worlds:
extensive operating range and low emissions. In this case, a petrol engine works in combination
with an electric motor. It is possible to drive in all-electric mode, which is charged either at an
external socket or by means of regenerative braking and the combustion engine during driving.
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